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Mission
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Collaboration to accomplish
together what cannot be
done alone
Commitment to fostering
community understanding of
our work
Excellence in conservation,
education and innovation
Respect for the land we
steward, the ecosystems within it,
and the people who care for it.

Photo credits: Geoff Barnard, Adrian Lam, Erik Lund, Jason
McLean,Terry Morrison, Matthias Reinicke

Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary
is a nature education centre. It is a registered
charitable organization run by the Swan Lake
Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary Society (Charity
#11920 7157 RR0001).The lands and facilities
are owned by the Corporation of the District
of Saanich, and the Nature Sanctuary Society
operates through a land management agreement
with Saanich since June 1975.
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12 km

6,884 hours

34 Home School Science Students

More than 1,253 thank you drawings
were received

learned about Ornithology, Osteology,
Psychology, Taphonomy, Ichthyology,
Entomology, Botany and Astronomy
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Volunteers contributed

To foster the community’s
understanding and appreciation of
nature through
direct experience.

Fun Facts

Joan Cowley, 2017 Board Chair

50 boards were replaced on the
boardwalk

It all began over 50 years ago when
the Municipality of Saanich started
acquiring land around Swan Lake and
on Christmas Hill with the intention of
preserving these two distinct ecological
areas. The goal was to then develop
and operate an outdoor environmental
education and conservation centre.
The Centre was to be for the benefit
and enjoyment of all residents of
Greater Victoria, as well as the many
visitors who annually come to this area.
With that vision in mind, the Swan
Lake Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary
Society was formed and officially
incorporated under the BC Society Act
on June 16, 1975.
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To be a leader in the stewardship of
healthy, diverse ecosystems, and to
provide an urban sanctuary that brings
people and nature together.

“Looking forward to things is
half the pleasure of them and
reflecting on where we’ve been
is a reward in and of itself.”

We have
radio flyers
for the  Native Plant Sale

Vision, Mission & Values

Vision

362 school programs were
delivered to

8,551 participants

6 classes of

Big & little
(for 3 to 5
years old
and an adult
companion),
classes were
offered to

70

Big and Littles

62

birthday parties were celebrated

11 cookie bakers clocked
162 hours of donated time
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3,103 bags of duck

food were sold – that is
a lot of happy ducks
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889 single cups

of coffee or tea
were sold raising
funds to replace the
floating boardwalk
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300+

13 Canada 150 banners were stitched

3 Summer students
worked
945 hours

264

Memberships
were purchased
or renewed

Christmas Hill 6 meal worms
eaten at $500
is a suitable a worm raised
habitat for $3,000 for the
Phase II of the
Alligator
Boardwalk
lizards
Meal Wo
Over 17,226 people
rms
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took part in 679 programs
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and/or events in 2017
Event.

Today, 43 years later, 17,226 people take part in more than 670 education programs
and/or events each year, while over 65,000 additional visitors come to the Sanctuary
purely for their enjoyment of the area. The vision of Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature
Sanctuary Society to be a leader in the stewardship of healthy, diverse ecosystems
and to provide an urban sanctuary that brings people and nature together is being
accomplished.
It’s happening daily and is visible in the time and dedication offered by both the staff
and volunteers. They are essential to the smooth running of the Sanctuary and ensure
the mandate and mission of the Society are met. In 2017, volunteers contributed 6884
hours, and those are the ones we know about.
This past year we dramatically increased our fundraising efforts ‘Bridging People to
Nature’ and launched an innovative campaign to spur excitement and investment in the
Sanctuary The tongue-in-cheek campaign, ‘Give-a-$heet’, did much to encourage the
public to donate to the replacement of the floating boardwalk.
Furthermore, the organization doubled down on our long-standing commitment to turn
residential lots within the Sanctuary to more natural landscapes. After 15 years the
society was finally able to demolish the aging house at 821 Ralph Street and refurbish
the property.
We are proud of the past year’s accomplishments. Much is due to the commitment of
our membership and the charitable donations that have helped ensure the Sanctuary
continues to be the ‘natural heart of the city’.
Looking forward we are anticipating the completion of the replacement of the floating
boardwalk, a feature so unique to the Sanctuary. This is possible through the support of
you the membership and community.
Our deepest thanks to you, the members and donors.You have helped make it all
happen!

Joan Cowley, Board Chair		

Kathleen Burton, Executive Director
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Joan Cowley, former volunteer coordinator and
current Board Chair, remembers how Geoff knew
just where a certain male hummingbird would
perch and always impressed those new to his walk
when he would say, "Now just around the corner
you will see a hummingbird!" He put together the
first birding guide for Swan Lake based on the meticulous records he kept of each walk.
Jack Sutherland, current bird walk leader, remembers the superb survey made by Geoff
which identified the location of spring nests (with maps), the species that made them,
and the number of eggs they contained.

In Memorium

Over 17,226 people took part in 679 programs and/or events in 2017. School programs
continued to represent the biggest clientele as both program type and the largest
number of participants. Special events reach a large number of people, despite their
lower occurrence, and on-site programs, including the Nature Preschool mini sessions
and ESL groups, are also significant. Some programming options which appear as a
very low number (such as Big & little and Parks and Rec) are in fact well attended
considering they are only offered in July & August.

Geoff Barnard first connected with Swan Lake as
a novice birder. He attended the weekly bird talks
around the lake, and when the guide leading the
walk was no longer available, Geoff stepped in
temporarily. The rest is history. He volunteered for
over 10 years, often leading both the Wednesday
and Saturday walks. Geoff understood more about
the birds of the Sanctuary than anyone else.

Geoff’s sense of humor was evident in the puns and limericks he would share with
Sanctuary volunteers and staff over a cup of coffee after the bird walks. His love of birds,
commitment to nature preservation, and his contributions to the Swan Lake Christmas
Hill Nature Sanctuary have all bee valuable. He was a rare bird will be deeply missed.

Photo credit: Geoff Barnard

Education Services

Education programs

362 school programs were delivered to 8,551 participants, showing some decrease
from the last two years (2016 & 2015). A slight decrease in comparison with the
previous two years.

Registered adult’s programs
The society offered two types of adult programs, Native Plant Gardening Workshops
(sponsored by CRD) and the Wild Mushroom Workshops (with the Vancouver Island
Mycological Society). Registration for these workshops was nearly at capacity.

Education Services

Donor and Partnership

School programs

TRAILS
• Regular maintenance of trails.
• Repair and replacement of boardwalks
as required.
• Identify and manage hazards.
NATIVE PLANT GARDENS (NATURE
HOUSE AND 841 RALPH STREET)
• Increased the diversity of plants in the
garden.
• Continued with required on-going
maintenance.
• Propagated plants for the garden as
well as for Vancouver Island’s largest
annual native plant sale.
ONGOING MANAGEMENT
• Seasonal and ongoing removal of
invasive plants according to best
practices.

•

Expenses

Removal of trees throughout the
Sanctuary for the purpose of invasive
species control, safety, or habitat
management.

MOWING/MUD EXPOSURE (to
suppress reed canary grass and provide a
staging area for migratory birds)
• Continued mowing program in the
North West field off Saanich Road.
• Continued mowing program at
Nelthorpe cul de sac.
BLENKINSOP CREEK
• Stream clean up.
• Invasive plant removal.
• Garbage removal.
• Planting with native trees, shrubs, and
forbs.

Salaries and benefits were slightly lower in 2017 than 2016. Since 2014, overall
administrative material expenses have decreased year over year. Overall expenses
have increased in 2017 due to costs associated with the demolition of the house at
821 Ralph and the lot purchase of trillium plants.

Finance

Site Services

WITH TWO STAFF AND THE HELP OF
2,100 VOLUNTEERS HOURS, SITE SERVICES
ACCOMPLISHED THE FOLLOWING IN WORK 2017:

The District of Saanich’s operating management fee represents approximately 39%
of the Society’s total revenue. Grants and Donations were higher in 2017 largely
due to grants received for the Boardwalk Project. Specifically, $200,000 was received
from the District of Saanich and $25,000 from TD bank for the Boardwalk project.
Other revenue is comprised of revenue from programs, facility rentals, plant sales
and property rent. Other revenue is slightly lower in 2017 than 2016 due to the
loss of rental revenue resulting from the demolition of the house at 821 Ralph and
departure of tenants at 840 Swan Street.

Site Services

Finance

Revenue

GENERAL WATER QUALITY
RESTORATION ACTIVITIES
• Restoration of Swan Creek outflow,
including stream improvements such
as invasive species removal and reestablishment of native plants.
• Restoration of the wetland at the
base of Rainbow Road, including
invasive plant species removal and reestablishment of channels.
CULEX MOSQUITO PROJECT
• Maintained the bubbling program
as a step toward controlling Culex
mosquito larvae in Peat Pond (East end
of boardwalk).
NATIVE PLANT AND INVASIVE PLANT
MANAGEMENT
• Invasive species management.
• Enhanced the Sanctuary surroundings
with native plantings.

TURTLE PROJECT (In partnership with
Habitat Acquisition Trust)
• Maintain existing nesting sites best
practices in the conservation of redlisted Western Painted Turtles.

Volunteers are essential to the smooth running of the Sanctuary and assist in meeting
the mandate and mission. In 2017 volunteers contributed 6,884 hours, despite many
volunteers not reporting them. This challenge is being addressed through email
reminders and in-person follow up to encourage tracking of hours which will provide
more accurate data collection in the future.
The following table shows a month by month comparison of tracked volunteer
involvement, hours and average time given as reported by volunteers in 2017.

Volunteer Contributions
Volunteers contribute in a variety of ways at the Sanctuary, from work on the Board
of Directors, site maintenance, educational programs, animal care, office reception and
making crafts to sell in the gift shop.
While most volunteers at the Sanctuary give of their time, one group is focused on
raising money for and improving the aesthetics of the organization. The Silver Swans
quilting group produces fabric arts and crafts sold in the Nature House gift shop and
at an annual craft sale. These passionate and creative ladies also designed Canada 150
hangings which were displayed in the Nature House to celebrate Canada’s birthday and
dampen ambient sound. This team is excited to see what new ventures and projects will
be found in 2018.
The development and introduction of VED Talks,
(Volunteer Education and Development) talks in
2017 provided opportunities for volunteers to
learn more about the Society. The first talk was
led by Terry Morrison, former Executive Director
at Swan Lake and current volunteer. Terry took
a group of volunteers on a history walk around
the lake where he shared stories of how the
sanctuary came to be, as well as information on
the ecosystems and geological development of the
area.VED Talks will continue in 2018 with the goal
of growing volunteer knowledge while connecting
volunteers to each other through the common
objective of supporting the Society.

Volunteer Services

Volunteer Services

Volunteer Services

